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Hello everyone! Welcome to ICPic’s third AMA.

We have a couple of updates, announcing the winner of the holders contest, and announcing the date on
which the wallet snapshot will be taken for free Art Thief NFT airdrop.

First, now that we have successfully launched our collection - we are reaching out to ethnic art galleries from
around the world to educate them and onboard them to NFTs and also to advertise for them in our Spatial
webspace and our website. It’s time some of the amazing art shops, galleries, and museums of physical art
get the visibility through us. We will let you know how these partnerships pans out. In the meantime, if you
know any that would be interested, send them our way and we can help them out in any way we can. We
believe that we can benefit from these partnerships in long run - which will directly increase the value of
our project as a whole.

The winner of the Holder’s contest was announced today. And, was posted in twitter and in Discord. We
thank all for their enthusiastic participation and we congratulate the winner of the physical artwork. DM
and contact us to receive your artwork.

We have narrowed down on the date on which a wallet snapshot will be taken for Art Thief NFT. Recall that
the Art Thief free NFT is a free airdrop to all holders of ICPics Genesis NFT - 1:1. If you hold 10 Genesis
NFTs you get 10 Art Thief NFTs. The date for the snapshot will be March 23rd Wednesday 11:59PM EST.
So, plan your trades accordingly - we are giving ample time so don’t be rash in your NFT accumulation.

That concludes our AMA. If any questions, DM us. See you next week.


